
In a business climate characterized by volatility, 
uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity, the 
most powerful form of competitive advantage is 
information. With digital transformation now a 
mandate for organizations of all kinds, the ability to 
derive intelligence from data is what will separate 
the victors from the has-beens. 

In most cases, the problems are as much cultural 
as technical. Siloed information, reluctance to 
share, lack of analytical skills and difficulties 
in finding and ingesting data in a manner that 
business users can apply are among the factors 
that hold organizations back from becoming truly 
data-centric.
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The business intelligence (BI) teams that are the 
key to providing the organization with actionable 
analytic information are often caught in the middle, 
squeezed by too much demand and not enough 
resources. Cloud-based BI can be a lifeline for 
them, but only when it’s accompanied by a shift to 
a new approach to data management that gives 
business users a place at the table. This e-book is 
intended to help BI professionals make the cultural 
changes that are required to become a data-
centric organization.

The evidence is abundant that decisions informed 
by data make organizations more agile, efficient 
and responsive. McKinsey says data-driven 
businesses are 23 times better at acquiring 
customers, six times more effective at retaining 
customers and 19 times as likely to be profitable 
as a result. The emergence of low-cost, massively 
scalable databases and analytics tools in the cloud 
has lowered the barriers to capturing and using 
data, yet many organizations are hamstrung by 
legacy technology and the inability to meet growing 
user demand. 

With IDC expecting global spending on digital 
transformation to exceed $7 billion over the next 
four years, the potential for BI to drive value for 
the organization has never been greater. BI tools, 
which transform data into actionable insights that 
inform decisions, are now available to anyone on 
a subscription basis, but culture changes more 
slowly than technology and long-held biases that 
favor instincts over information are difficult to 
overcome. 
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The Value of Data

There is no question that attitudes are shifting. 
A survey by the Business Application 
Research Center (BARC) found that two-thirds 
of organizations believe information is highly 
valued for decision-making now or will be in the 
future. However, 58% of respondents said their 
companies base at least half of their management 
decisions on gut feelings or experience. At 
organizations BARC characterized as “laggards,” 
that figure was 70%. 

Gartner has estimated that 87% of organizations 
rate low in BI and analytics maturity. They tend to 
use spreadsheets for analysis and personal data 
extracts for stand-alone projects without central 
coordination or leadership. These information silos 
constrain efforts to modernize BI, according to the 
research firm.

Dresner Advisory Services’ 2019 Wisdom of 
Crowds Business Intelligence Market Study 
found that 55% of respondents plan to increase 
investment in BI tools, yet only 28% said their BI 
efforts are “completely successful.” Spending more 
money on an initiative that isn’t yielding value is 
rarely a wise business decision.

For most organizations, the problem is a 
combination of a proliferation of legacy BI tools 
compounded by data governance processes that 
concentrate too much responsibility in the hands 

of a few scarce and expensive data management 
professionals. Being data-driven means getting 
data to the people who need it in a usable format 
and on a timely basis. At too many organizations, 
however, too much time is wasted simply wrestling 
data into usable form. The overworked data 
science team becomes a bottleneck by being 
bogged down with minutia that users should be 
able to handle by themselves. Users who can’t 
get the data they need become frustrated and 
revert to interpreting data on their own or, worse, 
managing by gut instinct.

Such inefficiency is increasingly untenable in a 
business climate in which data is the most critical 
source of competitive advantage. Organizations 
today can outsource many of the operations and 
infrastructure that aren’t core competencies. In 
fact, the new breed of pure-play web businesses 
has almost no infrastructure at all. What those 
companies have is a culture and organizational 
rigor around the use of data. 

Data is the key to 
informed decisions 
at every level of most 
companies, which 
today may extend 
down to cashiers, 
hotel housekeepers 
and workers on a factory floor. A well-run company 
creates strategy at the executive level and 
transfers it to managers who turn it into processes 
and initiatives supported by data. That data can 
be strategic (used to make decisions on new 
initiatives), tactical (used to decide how to execute 
individual initiatives) and operational (used to 
support ongoing processes).
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Unfortunately, data flows within many 
organizations are constrained by a combination of 
technical constraints around the tasks of finding, 
cleaning, loading and harmonizing data sources 
magnified by poor data governance practices. 
Tasks that users could take upon themselves are 
concentrated with overwhelmed technical staff. 
The result is that high-priority projects get the 
bulk of the attention while the “long tail” of smaller 
projects are shunted to the side. Put together, 
these lower priority requests can add up to a 
significant impact on the bottom line. 

Consider the real-life example of a large retailer 
known as a leader in data analytics. Like many of its 
peers, the company devotes a vast amount of work 
to preparing promotions, pricing, inventory and 
staffing for the holiday shopping season. But for 
some groups within the company, the busiest time 
of year comes immediately after Christmas. 

These include departments that focus on 
products consumers typically immediately buy 
to store holiday-related items such as shelving 
and storage bins, as well as the functions that 
handle returns, which is a major source of both 
upsell opportunities and improved customer 
relationships. 

Managers within these groups were frustrated by 
their inability to get access to customer behavioral 
data and historic records about post-holiday 
purchases, which are useful in forecasting demand. 
Their needs were considered secondary to gearing 
up for the holiday surge. The result was shortages 
of supplies like storage bins, long lines at the 
customer service desk and disruptions to inventory 
planning and supply chain management. 

This focus on the most critical business problems 
leaves a long tail of unaddressed projects that 
collectively can have significant business impact. 
The late agile software development guru 
David Hussman invented a simple formula for 
defining value, called Dude’s law, named after the 
layabout character in the movie The Big Lebowski 
and derived from Ohm’s law, which governs 
the relationship between current, voltage and 
resistance. Dude’s law states that Value = Why/
How, where the numerator why is the problem to 
be solved and the denominator how is the means 
for achieving an outcome.

Under Dude’s law, value grows either by increasing 
the why or decreasing the how. It’s common for 
organizations to become hyper-fixated on the 
numerator rather than the denominator when 
allocating resources on the assumption that 
bigger solutions pay greater dividends. Complex 
prioritization schemes look to ensure that only the 
projects with the biggest value, or why, are funded. 
However, reducing the how can have just as much 
leverage on the business.

BI tools are the how of business decision-making. 
By putting them in the hands of more people at 
a lower cost per user, organizations can address 
more opportunities for the same cost. To do this, 
they need to address both technology and process 
impediments. 
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Technology Handcuffs

Let’s look first at the technical issues that confound 
efforts to streamline data flows. Most enterprises 
today use business intelligence tools to aid in 
forecasting. BI is a mature market that dates to 
the 1990s, and there are literally hundreds of 
available products. Many legacy systems are based 
upon a client-server architecture in which the data 
resides on a server and the client does most of 
the processing. This outdated approach requires 
extensive server processing power and large file 
transfers to and from client PCs. Many tools even 
store data locally on the PC, creating a security 
vulnerability. And systems that were built before 
the invention of smart phones and 
tablets struggle to deliver reports 
to the devices people now use 
most to access the internet.

Many organizations have 
collected multiple BI tools over 
the years due to acquisitions 
and software purchased for point 
projects. According to Dresner Advisory 
Services’ 2019 Wisdom of Crowds Business 
Intelligence Market Study, more than 80% of 
business functions in a typical company use two or 
more BI tools and many use more than five. This 
proliferation challenges efficiency by requiring data 
scientists to learn the nuances of each tool set. 

Most legacy BI systems require extract databases, 
summarized cubes or data warehouses that house 
scrubbed copies of source data. On-premises data 
warehouses are expensive, so the amount of data 
housed in them is tightly controlled. The extract, 
transform and load (ETL) process required to 
acquire and clean data is also laborious and 

time consuming, sometimes requiring weeks of 
a data scientist’s time. Different data sources 
use different formats, ranging from CSV files to 
relational tables. Custom queries need to be 
created to extract and clean data from each 
source. IDC estimates that 80% of a typical 
analytics team’s time is spent on data discovery, 
preparation and protection, with only 20% spent 
on analysis. 

Extract databases are also out of date the moment 
they’re created because data can’t be ingested in 
real time and have a set schema. By the time users 
see the reports they requested, the data may be 
weeks old. Retrieving updated data can require 

creating a new ticket with the data science 
team. This limitation will only become 

more of a business liability as 
streaming data grows to become 
one-quarter of the information 
organizations need to handle by 
2025, according to IDC. Legacy 

tools thus inhibit rapid and 
automated decision-making. 

Incompatibilities between the tools used for 
data integration, ETL, data warehouses, extract 
databases and BI front ends further complicate 
the task of populating extract data stores. Limited 
collaboration capabilities in legacy BI systems 
also require that much of the process is a black 
box to business users, requiring data scientists 
and engineers to essentially guess what their 
business-side clients want and business users to 
submit change request tickets for tasks as simple 
as changing the display color of a field on a report. 
This process of tacking toward a solution wastes 
time and furthers the concentration of resources 
on just a few high-priority tasks. 
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Broken Processes

The workflow processes many organizations use to 
manage BI data flows are outdated and inefficient. 
Too much responsibility is concentrated in the 
hands of data professionals and too little with the 
ultimate end users. There are reasons for this: 
Legacy tools can be cumbersome to use, requiring 
knowledge of complex schemas and specialized 
query languages. Organizations also need to 
regulate access to sensitive information. However, 
modern software has simplified many of the 
technical issues, and good governance and access 
management practices can address most of the 
control issues without blocking people from getting 
to the data they need. 

The cost and scarcity of data scientists and 
engineers also create a significant bottleneck. The 
average base pay for a data scientist in the U.S. 
is more than $113,000, and IBM has estimated 
that more than 2.7 million jobs requiring data 
science skills will be posted this year. BI is only one 
of the tasks data scientists and engineers support, 
and it’s often not their highest priority. 

Because technical resources are precious, 
companies often have to put strict processes in 
place to regulate their use, creating inefficiencies 
that are compounded by organizational siloes. 
User requests must go into a queue to be 
evaluated and ranked. Interaction with technical 
teams is limited by a lack of time and collaboration 

tools. Engineers may have only scant knowledge of 
what users want, requiring them to make informed 
guesses about the source data to use and the 
business problem being addressed. Users are 
often excluded from even small decisions about 
how reports will be calculated and displayed. If new 
data sources emerge after the report is delivered, 
the user must file a new request and the process 
starts all over again. 

Put together, these factors undermine efforts 
to democratize business intelligence at a time 
when data-driven decision-making is becoming an 
imperative. Users whose needs aren’t deemed high 
priority become frustrated and fall back to seat-of-
the-pants tactics. Morale suffers, as does business 
performance.
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Crisis of Curiosity

In the fall of 2018, Harvard Business Review 
featured a cover story headlined “The Business 
Case for Curiosity.” Author Francesca Gino, 
a behavioral scientist at Harvard Business 
School, asserted that while “leaders might say 
they treasure inquisitive minds, in fact most 
stifle curiosity, fearing it will increase risk and 
inefficiency.” Her survey of more than 3,000 
employees from a wide range of industries found 
that only about one-quarter reported feeling 
curious about their work and 70% said their 
organization creates barriers to asking more 
questions. 

This is a missed opportunity given the clear 
benefits of explorative thinking. In her research, 
Gino found that curiosity reduces errors by 
making people less prone to confirmation bias, or 
the tendency to seek information that supports 
pre-established beliefs. Curious people are also 
more innovative, less prone to conflict and better 
at performing in teams. Eric Schmidt, the CEO of 
Google during its meteoric rise from 2001 to 2011, 
once said, “We run this company on questions,  
not answers.”

The fact that some organizations discourage 
questions is particularly ironic given the way 
technology now indulges our curious urges. We 
no longer visit the library to find out who won 
the American League batting title in 1952 (Ferris 
Fain) or how many hectares are in a square mile 
(roughly 259). Search engines and voice assistants 
answer these questions in seconds. Yet, inside the 
walls of some businesses, curiosity is equated to 
impertinence.

Imagine if anyone in your organization with 
an interest was able to seek data about your 
customers, market, competitors and internal 
operations within the context of appropriate 
confidentiality and security controls. How might 
your company be different if product managers 
could look up sales performance by channel, 
region and time of year as easily as they look up 
the weight of the largest 
tomato ever grown (7 
lbs., 12 oz.)? How might 
new ideas emerge if they 
could experiment with 
correlating those facts 
with factors such as time 
of year, news headlines or 
even social media memes? 

Creativity is inspirational, but innovation requires 
fact-finding and validation. When people don’t 
have access to the information that satisfies their 
creative urges, innovation suffers.  
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BI Leverage

Increasing the value of BI to the organization 
requires investments in both technology and 
people. The first stage of technology investment, 
however, is often divestment. Organizations need 
to first conduct an analytical assessment of the 
BI tools in use and make some hard decisions 
about those that should be put out to pasture. 
Such an evaluation should consider not only 
license and infrastructure costs but the impact 
on the organization of maintaining skill sets that 
are unique to that tool. Managers should also 
be sensitive to the impact on people and involve 
them in choosing new solutions. Fewer tools are 
better than more, provided they can 
meet most of the organization’s 
exploration and reporting 
needs. 

On the technology 
front, some of the 
greatest leverage comes 
from consolidating and 
modernizing platforms. 
Legacy on-premises solutions 
are expensive to maintain and may 
pose security risks. Big data analytics is moving 
decisively to the cloud, and BI is moving with it. 
Cloud-based solutions shift costs from capital 
budgets to usage-based operating expenses. 
Cloud dashboards give administrators visibility into 
how tools are used in a way legacy on-premises 
platforms can’t. 

More important, organizations gain the flexibility 
that comes with limitless scale, continual updates 
and access to both internal and external data 

sources. They can experiment with different kinds 
of relational and non-relational data stores as well 
as incorporate streaming analytics and a wide 
variety of development, visualization and machine 
learning tools. In many cases, these technologies 
are available on a free-trial basis or with modest 
monthly subscription fees. 

Modern cloud-native applications also make use 
of application programming interfaces (APIs) to 
integrate systems and enable seamless data 
exchange. APIs have been a huge step forward 
in application integration. They allow developers 
to selectively expose services and data in a 
secure and auditable manner. They also enable 

entirely new views of data to be created, such 
as dashboards that combine data 

from Salesforce.com’s CRM with 
Marketo marketing analytics and 

social media keyword trends. 
Connectors can make these 
integrations so simple that 
even non-technical business 

users can configure some of 
them in a matter of minutes. 

Users can experiment with different 
connectors without making a long-term 

purchase commitment.

Optimizing the organization for BI also requires 
balancing engineering and business resources. 
Both functions are important. The goal should 
be to empower business users to access data 
and make changes that are within their domain 
of expertise without sacrificing the considerable 
value that data scientists and engineers bring to 
the equation. 
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There are four approaches to leveraging these 
combined skill sets to enhance BI’s value:

Hire engineers with business skills. This is 
difficult to do under the best circumstances 
and particularly hard in a low unemployment 
environment. Imbuing technical professionals with 
the skills appropriate to the needs of the business 
takes years, even if the aptitude and desire are 
there. And some engineers just aren’t interested. 

Hire dedicated engineers for each part of the 
business. This is a faster way to develop business 
expertise but can be very expensive. It also creates 
the risk that the loss of a business-savvy engineer 
can devastate the part of the organization that he 
or she supports.

Upskill businesspeople. This approach has some 
of the same drawbacks as hiring engineers with 
business skills. While technically feasible, managers 
may resist taking their people out of the business 
flow for the necessary training, and finding 
business professionals with a strong technical bent 
is difficult at best. 

Use a platform that gives business users a 
little more technical control while bringing 
engineers closer to the business. This is the least 
costly and most scalable approach. Assess which 
tasks your technical team is now performing that 
can be safely moved into the hands of business 
users without requiring extensive technical training. 
Examples might include querying, formatting, 
visualizations and “what if” simulations that don’t 
modify underlying data. At the same time, engineers 
can be aligned more closely with one or more 
business units to work on similar projects that 
enhance their understanding of the business.

The Self-Service Myth

Much has been made of the notion of self-service 
BI, and widespread use of the term has watered 
down its meaning, as has misinterpretation of 
statements by such respected organizations 
as Gartner that BI users already produce more 
analysis than data scientists. 

In fact, a closer look at the Gartner research shows 
that the firm doesn’t advocate a wholesale handoff 
of BI responsibility from IT to business colleagues. 
Self-service BI combines the specialized knowledge 
and insights of business users to identify the 
right questions to ask with the expertise of data 
scientists and engineers to find the right data 
sources and prepare the necessary data sets. Data 
quality matters, and BI systems themselves must 
be maintained and updated. 

Self-service shouldn’t be confused with self-
sufficiency. An apt analogy is the sodas dispensers in 
fast food restaurants. A few years ago, many chains 
moved dispensers out from behind the counter 
and let customers take care of pouring their own 
drinks. But that didn’t make customers self-sufficient. 
Specialists are needed behind the scenes to ensure 
that enough carbonation and syrup are available, that 
the mix is adjusted to deliver the correct flavor and 
that diners have the cups, lids and straws they need. 
Soda fountains must also be maintained, repaired 
and cleaned to meet sanitation requirements. 
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Similarly, giving business users the freedom to 
dispense information from their BI tools doesn’t 
negate the need to ensure that the appropriate 
data sources are used, data has been cleaned and 
software is patched and updated. 

Although too much control can be stifling, too 
much flexibility can be reckless. Data scientists are 
needed to help users make informed decisions. 
For example, correlation and causation are easily 
confused. To use a popular example, the fact that 
ice cream sales and the rate of swimming deaths 
rise and fall at the same time does not mean ice 
cream causes drowning. Rather, the two trends 
have a common correlation, which is summer. 
Data scientists are needed to create the guardrails 
that prevent their business colleagues from 
making misguided decisions based on inadequate 
understanding of data. 

The Magic of Ownership

A tried-and-true approach to achieving the right 
balance of resources is to create small teams of 
people who have ownership of subsets of data 
that are relevant to their business function. The 
team is accountable for making sure the right data 
is employed, kept current and applied to the right 
problems. If there are inaccuracies, it’s the team’s 
job to fix them. Collaboration is essential; any BI 
tool the organization uses should have built-in 
capabilities for sharing, commenting and building 
upon each team member’s work. 

The BI platform should be flexible enough to 
respond to requirements that aren’t yet known 
and enable all parts of the organization to build 
their own models so technical staff can focus on 

the biggest problems. As users experiment and 
discover new opportunities, they can bid for the 
technical resources to develop them.

Configuration settings and user inputs should 
drive algorithms that users can change as needed. 
Governance policies should be defined with the 
assumption that people may freely experiment 
within the data domains to which they have access. 
Good governance, combined with strong security 
and audit controls, can protect sensitive data while 
giving users greater freedom to be curious. 

Legacy BI systems, particularly those based on a 
client-server model, limit an organization’s data 
governance capabilities because of the difficulty 
of monitoring activity on PC endpoints. The 
organization’s response is usually to tightly restrict 
data access at the server level. A better response is 
to free up data and use audit and access controls 
to regulate who uses it and how. 

Modern cloud-based solutions shift processing to 
a scalable server and give administrators the tools 
to achieve the proper balance of data access and 
security. They can see visual representations of 
how data is always flowing through the pipeline as 
well as login attempts, data use, user activity and 
the status of data sets in real time. Alerts can be 
set to fire when anomalies or data problems are 
detected. Administrators can create entitlement 
policies that govern access to specific data in a 
data set for individuals and groups. They can use 
predefined security profiles for administrators, 
privileged users, editors and participants or create 
their own. Organizations can choose the security 
model that works best for them, including zero 
trust and least privilege, integrated with single sign-
on and certificates to minimize user inconvenience. 
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Data Democracy in Practice

Organizations that have reinvented and democratized BI are seeing some dramatic results.  
Examples include: 

• The high-growth hearing care company Audibene suffered from limited visibility into its business 
because data was siloed in departments and applications. As a result, BI adoption was low. The 
company brought in Domo for its visualization, sharing and reporting features as well as its ability 
to plug into the company’s existing data warehouse. Teams now have one constantly updated 
version of the truth that’s visible to everyone. Users who used to wait two weeks for reports now 
build their own. More than 100 custom dashboards have been created for functions like finance, 
marketing, sales and human resources. “We’re able react to the market faster and smarter,” says 
Dan Schofield, head of analytics and data operations.

• Real estate marketplace Zillow also wrestled with silos that limited efficiency in billing the 
company’s advertising customers at the end of each month. Different teams were responsible for 
different ad platforms, and creating bills was a multistep process that took about 30 hours per 
month. Automating the process with Domo resulted in a 90% reduction in billing time. Following 
on that success, Zillow also put Domo to work extracting data from a variety of automation 
platforms to monitor successes and failures in real time. As word spread, the company created 
its own governance guidelines and courseware to enable employees to come up to speed at their 
own pace. “Domo removes all the hassle by putting data at your fingertips without having to get 
messy,” says Brandon Ankuda, senior analyst for enterprise applications. 

• Edrington-Beam Suntory struggled with consolidating data from numerous third-party sources, 
lengthy manual reporting processes and outdated sales data insights. The result was inefficient 
sales reporting, long reporting times and outdated data. By implementing Domo, the company 
was able to build dashboards that provide sales data and brand and market share information 
about individual brands at a granular level. Monthly sales reports that once took three days are 
now finished in less than an hour. By streamlining internal processes, the company has realized a 
72% increase in overall productivity while time spent on sales calls has increased nearly 40%. 

https://www.domo.com
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https://www.domo.com/customers/edrington-beam-suntory
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Conclusion

In 2017, The Economist declared, “The world’s most valuable resource is no longer 
oil, but data. The analogy is apt because today’s businesses can no more function 
without information than the industrial giants of a century ago could operate 
without petroleum. The data is actually more valuable than oil. Unlike oil, it can be 
reused, combined in new and innovative ways and shared across an organization 
or the world.

Innovative data management is not only a major source of competitive advantage 
in nearly every market but the lifeblood of web-scale companies that are reshaping 
retail, transportation and hospitality industries, among others. Legacy technology 
and processes that limit the potential of everyone in an organization to leverage 
the power of data threatens the health of the entire entity. The cloud has 
unleashed the potential of people to combine data from thousands of sources in 
ways that were unimaginable just five years ago. It’s time to take a fresh look at 
business intelligence with an eye toward making it the energy source of a new kind 
of agile and responsive organization. 
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